Abstract-The increase in the usage of mobile devices has increased the number of mobile applications and sensitive data stored by these applications. This has put forward many new challenges for securing the data using cryptographic algorithms and performing search for relevant data. As Android is one of the most widely used mobile operating system and Java is its development language, the paper presents two design approaches for secure storage and retrieval of Java objects on Android Platform. Along with the security of the data, the overhead involved in securing the data is also considered while designing these approaches. At the end of the paper, a comparison study of the performance of the two proposed approaches is presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the modern world, the reachability of a mobile device is increased 1 because of reduced hardware manufacturing costs, improved computing capabilities and wide availability of the open source mobile operating systems. This reachability and the computing power has developed many new origins for application development on mobile platforms. The applications installed on a mobile device holds a variety of sensitive (private) data of the user like passwords, credit/debit card details, personal details, etc., The sensitive data stored by these applications need to be protected with necessary security mechanisms. One such security mechanisms is encrypting the data using the cryptographic algorithms. The encryption provides security to the data, but there lies a challenge in providing security without affecting the user experience. So, the paper presents two design approaches for effectively querying over an encrypted data. The related approaches for querying on the encrypted data are discussed in Section II. Our approaches are discussed in Section III. Section IV gives a detailed analysis along with results of the proposed approaches.
II. RELATED WORK
The encryption of data provides security to the data but searching on the encrypted data proves time consuming. The traditional way to search on an encrypted data is to decrypt entire data and search the decrypted data for matching records. This approach is time consuming, as it is needed to decrypt all the records to make a search.
Erez Shmueli et al. in [1] discusses about major challenges and design considerations pertaining to database encryption. It presents an attack model and main relevant challenges of data security, encryption overhead, key management and integration footprint. The presents related academic work on alternative encryption configurations pertaining to encryption locus, indexing encrypted data and key management.
Dawn Xiaodong Song et al. in [2] proposes four schemes that allow searching the encrypted data without decryption. However those schemes are suitable for client server environment.
In [3] H. Hacigumus et al. proposes a query method over encrypted data, in which the query processing is performed at service provider's site while decryption and remainder of the query processing is performed at the client site.
Hyun-A Park et al. in [4] proposes a group search scheme over encrypted data. The shared sensitive information requires more security and privacy protection, in that paper two schemes are proposed which can search the encrypted document without re-encrypting all documents in a server even if group keys have to be updated. The schemes can support general database normalization for encrypted database.
Eu-Jin Goh in [5] discusses about hash table based secure indexes, which uses hash tables for storing key words and pointers to encrypted documents. This approach is mainly aimed at querying encrypted documents for a particular keyword without actually decrypting the complete document.
Z. Wang et al. in [6] proposes a framework which implements query over encrypted data based on B+ tree. Before encrypting the data, a B+ tree index is generated for the data. When querying the encrypted data, it locates the encrypted records related to the input query key based on the B+ tree index and then it decrypts the encrypted records to accomplish the results. In this approach the B+ tree must be encrypted to avoid leaking of confidential information. The results of experiments for approach discussed in [6] show that the query performance over the encrypted data decreases about 20 percent compared with the plain text query performance.
In [7] Hong Zhu et al. proposes a query scheme, which conducts fast LIKE and range query over the encrypted character strings in databases. The strings are represented as characteristics matrix & the size of this matrix is large and requires much computation.
References [2] - [4] discuss about searching on encrypted data for a client server architecture which is not suitable for mobile device environment. Reference [5] discusses a method to search on an encrypted document using secure indexes.
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References [6] , [7] require more computation power and the mobile devices have limited computation capabilities when compared to a desktop environment.
In [8] Mohammed Alhanjouri et al. discusses an approach to query over the encrypted data using the HashMap. In this approach the mapping between the plain text and the encrypted text is maintained using the KEY, VALUE pairs of the HashMap. In this, the KEY is a plain text and the VALUE is an encrypted text of the plain text. The key being an un-encrypted content, will reveal some information about the data. Also, in this approach, we need to have index on a particular column for the query to be successfully performed. By considering the shortcomings in the previous approach, a new approach of Hash Table, which solves the previous shortcomings and is suitable for the mobile environment is proposed.
Also, a Field based approach is proposed and a comparison study with respect to performance of both the approaches is presented in this paper.
III. IMPLEMENTATION
The proposed database design introduce two approaches for encrypted storage and querying on Java objects (from here on referred to as records) 1) Hash Table Based Approach. 2) Field Based Approach.
A. Hash Table Based Approach
Save Operation: Figure 1 depicts the architecture of save operation for Hash Table based approach. As shown in the Figure 1 , first the Java object which need to be saved is concurrently processed by two engines. The first one is the hash engine and the second one is the crypto engine. In the hash engine, there are two sub components, i.e., field extractor and hash manager. The field extractor extracts all the individual fields of the object. Then the hash manager calculates the hash of these extracted fields and stores those hashes in a hash table. This hash table is provided as input to the database manager. Calculation of hash section below explains in detail the steps involved in calculating the hash and storing those hashes in the hash table with an example. Concurrently, the object is given to the crypto engine also. The crypto engine consists of two sub components. One is the object serializer and the other is data encryptor. The Java object provided to the crypto engine is first serialized by the object serializer and then the serialized object is encrypted by the data encryptor. The encryption key provided to the data encryptor is generated using a PBES (Password Based Encryption Standard) algorithm where the password is supposed to be provided by the user. The encrypted object is stored in the database and the corresponding row id is mapped to the hash table. The mapping of hash table to the row id is explained in detail in the Mapping of hash table to the row id section below.
Calculation of hash: After each individual field of the Java object is extracted by the Field Extractor, they are hashed by the Hash Manager. For performing this hash operation, each field value is first concatenated with the corresponding field name. The hash operation is now performed on this concatenated string. This concatenation of field name with field value is aimed at removing the unwanted search results as explained in the example below. These hashes are then stored in the hash table. The Algorithm 1 shows the implementation of save operation in Hash Table approach. For example, consider a contact bean object whose fields are contact_id, contact_first_name, contact_last_name, contact_address, contact_number, contact_email and contact_organization. We consider the two records shown in Table I as sample data for all our examples discussed in the following sections. 
Mapping of hash table to the row id-Now each individual
Java object has multiple entries in the hash table, each entry representing a field of the object. Also, each Java object is serialized, encrypted and then this encrypted Java object is stored as a row in the database. This row id is mapped to each individual hash entry which corresponds to that particular object. Now, the row id's in the record Table V and Table VI shows the updated database tables after adding the contact 2 shown in Table I . Search Operation: The architecture of search operation for the Hash table based approach is depicted in Fig. 2 . The search parameter is first provided to the hash manager which in turn calculates the hash of that parameter as explained in the Calculation of hash section above. This calculated hash is searched against the hash table for a match. If a match is found, the corresponding row id which was mapped earlier (refer to Mapping of hash table to the row id section) is retrieved. With this row id, the encrypted object is retrieved by the database manager. This encrypted object is decrypted and then de-serialized to get the required Java objects.
The Algorithm 2 shows the implementation of search operation in Hash Table approach. For example, consider the contacts shown in Table I and we want to retrieve all the contact records whose last name is "sri". First we query the hash table for retrieving row id's corresponding to matching records.
SELECT rowid from HashTable WHERE key = HASH*(contact_last_name+sri)
This query returns a list of row id's who are having the last name as "sri". Now we perform another query requesting records with row ids retrieved in the above step.
SELECT encrypted_record from RecordTable WHERE rowid = 2
This query returns all the encrypted records that are having last name as "sri". These records are decrypted and deserialized.
Consider another example, where we want to retrieve records whose last name is 'chandra' from the contacts shown in Table I . In this case if we saved only hash of field value then the query would return 2 records one whose last name is 'chandra' and other whose first name is chandra which is not the desired result. So, to overcome this result we are calculating the hash of fieldname+fieldvalue. So if we want to fetch for record whose last name is 'chandra' then the hash of contact_last_name+chandra is calculated, which gives a different result when compared to hash of contact_first_name+chandra and accordingly the corresponding records are fetched.
B. Field Based Approach
Save Operation: Fig. 3 depicts the architecture for save operation in Field based approach. In this approach, the individual fields of the Java object which need to be saved are extracted by the Field Extractor. Each of these fields are encrypted individually by the Field Encryptor. The encryption key provided to the Field Encryptor is generated in the same way as in Hash table based approach, i.e., using a PBES (Password Based Encryption Standard) algorithm where the password is supposed to be provided by the user. Once the encryption of each individual field is completed, they are saved in the database by the Database Manager. In the database, each Java object is represented by a row and each field in the Java object is represented by a column in the row. That means, the number of columns in a row is equivalent to the number of fields in the Java object. For example, consider the contacts shown in Table I . In this approach we first extract values of all the fields of the input bean object and encrypt those values. These values are saved into the database table as shown in Table VII. The Table VII represents two bean objects saved in Field based approach. Search Operation: The architecture of search operation in Field based approach is depicted in Fig. 4 . Here, the search parameter is one or more individual fields of a Java object. This search parameter is encrypted by the Encryptor and this encrypted search parameter is provided as input to the Database Manager in order to perform the search operation. All the records which contain the encrypted search parameter as one of its column are returned by the Database Manager. These records are decrypted by the Field Decryptor to get the required Java objects
The Algorithm 4 shows the implementation of search operation in Field approach.
For example, consider the contacts shown in Table I and we want to retrieve all the contact records whose last name is "chandra". First we encrypt the input search key and perform select query using the search key.
SELECT * from RecordTable WHERE contacts_last_name = ENC_VALUE(''chandra'' This query returns a list of records whose last name is "chandra". 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The approaches discussed in Section III are implemented and tested on HTC One X, Micromax Unite 2 and Moto E. The device configurations [9] - [11] are shown in Table XI The performance of the all the approaches is calculated on the sample contacts schema represented in Fig . 11 shows the observations for search operation using 2columns in Field based approach and Plain storage on HTC One X, Micromax Unite 2 and Moto E devices. Tables VIII, IX and X show the median, standard deviation, min value, max value, 1st quartile and 3rd quartile for the Hash Table and Field based approaches. All the observations are done taken on a sample data of 1000 records and is performed on all the three devices mentioned in Table XI in Annexure  A. ANNEXURE A 
V. CONCLUSION
The increase in the mobile device usage has increased the number of mobile applications which in turn has increased the storing of sensitive data on these devices. This has put many challenges for securely storing and searching on the sensitive information held by mobile applications, in order to address these challenges no approach specific to mobile environment are available. We have discussed two approaches for saving and querying on the data. The two approaches discussed in our paper are Hash 
